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Abstract. This article studies the following question: “When is it possible to decide, on the basis of images of
point-features observed by an imprecisely modeled two-camera stereo vision system, whether or not a prescribed
robot positioning task has been precisely accomplished?” Results are shown for three camera model classes:
injective cameras, weakly calibrated projective cameras, and uncalibrated projective cameras. In particular, given
a weakly calibrated stereo pair, it is shown that a positioning task can be precisely accomplished if and only if the
task specification is invariant to projective transformations. It is shown that injective and uncalibrated projective
cameras can accomplish fewer tasks, but are still able to accomplish tasks involving point coincidences.

The same formal framework is applied to the problem of determining the set of tasks which can be precisely
accomplished with the well-known position-based control architecture. It is shown that, for any class of camera
models, the set of tasks which can be precisely accomplished using a position-based control architecture is a
subset of the complete set of tasks which can be decided on the set, but includes all positioning tasks based on
point coincidences. Two ways of extending the idea of position-based control to accomplish more tasks are also
presented.
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1. Introduction

Guiding a robotic system using information acquired
from cameras has been a central theme of vision
and robotics research for decades. In particular, feed-
back control systems employing video cameras as sen-
sors have been studied in the robotics community for
many years (cf. a recent tutorial on visual servoing
(Hutchinson et al., 1996), a review (Corke, 1994), of
past work, and a recent workshop (Kriegman et al.,
1998)). Demonstrated applications of vision within
a feedback loop—often referred to as visual servo-
ing or, more generally,vision-based control—include

automated driving (Dickmanns and Graefe, 1988),
flexible manufacturing (Chaumette et al., 1997;
Seelinger et al., 1997), and tele-operation with large
time delays (Fagerer et al., 1994) to name a few.

In order to perform any vision-based control task,
two prerequisites must be satisfied. First, it must be pos-
sible todeterminewhen the task has been accomplished
using what is known—namely camera measurements
and models of the camera and actuator. Practically
speaking, this amounts to being able to define a mea-
surable error signal which, if zero, indicates the task has
been accomplished. Second, there must be a control
algorithm, driven by this error signal, whose purpose
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is to move the robot so as to achieve a configuration
where the error signal is zero, thus accomplishing the
desired the task.

An especially interesting feature of vision-based
control systems is that the first requirement can of-
ten be satisfied even when camera and actuator models
are themselves imprecisely known.1 As a result, it is
possible to position a robot with high accuracy with-
out relying on an accurate hand-eye calibration. This
property, which has been observed in several special
cases (Wijesoma et al., 1993; Hollinghurst and Cipolla,
1994; Hager et al., 1995; Hager, 1995; Kelly, 1996;
Hutchinson et al., 1996; Hager, 1997; Jagersand et al.,
1996; Skaar et al., 1990), follows from the fact that
oftenboth the position and orientation of the robot in
its workspaceandthe features defining a set of desired
poses can be simultaneously observed through thesame
camera system. This observation has motivated a great
deal of research on solving the algorithm design prob-
lem for imprecisely calibrated or uncalibrated camera-
actuator systems (Jagersand et al., 1997; Chang et al.,
1996; Yoshimi and Allen, 1994; Hollinghurst and
Cipolla, 1994; Hosoda and Asada, 1994), and related
research on choosing feature configurations to maxi-
mize accuracy in the presence of noise (Nelson and
Khosla, 1994; Sharma and Hutchinson, 1997). How-
ever, little is known about general conditions under
which the accomplishment of a given task can be de-
termined in the presence of camera model uncertainty,
even though this is a necessary attribute of any vision-
based control scheme.

Supposing that the first prerequisite is fulfilled, the
form of the control error signal must then be chosen. In
a traditional set-point control system, what to choose
for a control error is usually clear. In contrast, in vision-
based systems there are many choices for a control er-
ror, each with different attributes. In particular, it is
possible to demonstrate that two control systems using
different control errors, both able to perform thesame
positioning task when the camera system is accurately
modeled, can lead todifferentresults when the camera
system is poorly modeled, even when the camera mea-
surements are themselves error-free. A simple example
is the problem of moving a point on a robot manipu-
lator to a position collinear with two reference points
in the environment. It is known that, in the absence of
measurement noise, this task can be performed with ab-
solute precision with a miscalibrated hand-eye system.
Yet, it is not hard to exhibit very natural and intuitive
control algorithms which could accomplish this task on

a perfectly calibrated system, but cannot accomplish it
on a miscalibrated one. Although some of the obser-
vations just made are implicit in work extending back
more than 10 years (Weiss et al., 1987) as well as more
recent work (Hager, 1997; Samson et al., 1992), to
date there has been little formal study of the attributes
of a vision-based control system capable of performing
precise positioning in the presence of calibration error.

The aim of this paper is to address the questions
raised above. Specifically, our goal is to determine con-
ditions under which it is possible to decide, based solely
on the observation of point-features by an imprecisely
modeled two-camera vision system, whether or not a
prescribed positioning task has been accomplished. By
a positioning task is meant, roughly speaking, the ob-
jective of bringing the pose of a robot to a target in the
robot’s workspace, where both the robot pose and the
target are described in terms of observable features or
constructions thereof. Positioning tasks are formally
defined as equations of the formT( f ) = 0 where f is
a list of observable point-features in the workspace of
a robot (Samson et al., 1992). We consider a task to be
accomplished when the physical configuration of the
robot in its environment is exactly consistent with the
given task description.

In order to address this question, we introduce the
formal notions oftask encodingandtask decidability.
The concept of a task encoding is discussed briefly in
(Rizzi, 1995), which contains further references. An
encoded task is simply an equation of the formE(y) =
0 wherey is a list of observed point-features andE is
a function which does not depend on knowledge of
the calibration of the underlying two-camera system.
A given task is “decidable” if there is an encoding of
the task which can be used (in a sense which will be
made precise later) to “verify” that the task has been
accomplished.

We consider task decidability with respect to three
classes of two-camera models. It is first shown in
Section 2.4 that, for two-camera models which are
injective (but nothing more), precise conditions can
be stated under which a given task is decidable and
that there is a “non-trivial” class of tasks which can
be accomplished by such systems. We then consider
two-camera systems modeled using projective geom-
etry. For such systems it is well-known (Faugeras,
1992) that, in the absence of measurement noise,
by calibrating just using images of point-features,
it is possible to exactly reconstruct the positions of
point-features “up to a projective transformation” on
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the three-dimensional projective space. These findings
clearly suggest that, for a so-called “weakly calibrated”
two-camera model class, there ought to be a close re-
lationship between the decidability of a given task and
the invariant properties of the associated task function
under projective transformations. Theorem 1 of Sec-
tion 3.3 shows that a given task is decidable on a weakly
calibrated two-camera classif and only ifthe task is pro-
jectively invariant. Finally, we consider two-camera
models where weak calibration is not known and show
that, in this case, Theorem 1 also provides necessary
conditions for a task to be accomplished.

The immediate implication of this result is that a sys-
tem designer, faced with a particular problem to solve,
can now directly determine whether in fact the problem
can be solved without demanding precise calibration.
Moreover, these results provide a basis for evaluating
the effect of miscalibration on different control archi-
tectures used for performing tasks. In particular, in the
robotics literature two approaches to vision-based con-
trol are common:position-basedcontrol which com-
putes feedback from estimates (computed from mea-
sured data) of geometric quantities (pose, feature po-
sition, etc.) in the Cartesian space of the robot and
image-basedcontrol which computes feedback directly
from measured image data. In this article, these two
approaches and a third more recently introduced idea—
the modified Cartesian-based approach proposed in
(Chang, 1997)—are discussed from the point of view
of task encodings. As a result, we are able to state
conditions under which these architectures are able to
achieve precise positioning with poorly modeled cam-
era systems.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
The next section sets out basic nomenclature and defi-
nitions needed to formally address the task decidability
problem and derives conditions for a task to be decid-
able for camera systems which are injective, but noth-
ing more. In Section 3 two-camera systems modeled
using projective geometry are discussed and the decid-
ability results are specialized to this case. In Section 4
the implication of these results for two well-known vi-
sual servoing architectures and a recently proposed ar-
chitecture (Section 4.2) are discussed. The final section
recapitulates these results and outlines some directions
for future research.

Notation: Throughout this paper, prime denotes
matrix transpose,Rm is the real linear space ofm-
dimensional column vectors, andPm is the real pro-
jective space of one-dimensional subspaces ofRm+1.

Recall that the elements ofPm are calledpoints, lines
in Pm are two-dimensional subspaces ofRm+1, and,
for m > 2, planes are three-dimensional subspaces of
Rm+1. A point p ∈ Pm is said to beon a line ` (re-
spectively planeψ) in Pm if p is a linear subspace of
` (respectivelyψ) in Rm+1. For each nonzero vector
x ∈ Rm, Rx denotes both the one-dimensional linear
span ofx, and also the point inPm whichx represents.
The line inPm on which two distinct pointsp1, p2 ∈ Pm

lie, is denoted byp1 ⊕ p2. Thekernelof a linear or
nonlinear functionT , with codomainR, is defined to
be the set of pointsx in T ’s domain such thatT(x) = 0.
As usual, theimageof a functionH :Z →W, written
Im H , is the set of points{H(z): z ∈ Z}. The spe-
cial Euclidean group of rigid body transformations is
denoted by SE(3). We use⊂ to denote the non-strict
subset relation.

2. Task Decidability

This paper is concerned with the problem of achieving
precise control of the pose of a robot which moves in a
prescribedworkspaceW ⊂ SE(3) using two cameras
functioning as a position measuring system. The data
available to control the robot consists of the projections,
onto the cameras’ image planes, of point-features2 on
the robot as well as point-features in the environment.
All such features lie within the two-cameras’joint field
of viewV. Typically V will be taken to be either a
nonempty subset ofR3 or of P3.

For the purposes of this article, “precise control”
is taken to mean that it is possible for a control sys-
tem to determine, using only measured data (and in
particularwithoutprecise knowledge of the underlying
two-camera configuration), and in the absence of noise,
that the physical configuration of the robot system con-
forms exactly to the specified pose. In the remainder
of this section, we formalize the notion of positioning
tasks and proceed to develop results which state gen-
eral conditions under which it is possible to achieve
precise control for very general classes of two-camera
systems.

2.1. Tasks

By a positioning task or simply a “task” is meant,
roughly speaking, the objective of bringing the pose
of a robot to a “target” (a set of desired poses) in
W. The target set is in turn specified by defining
a set of desired geometric constraints on a list of
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Figure 1. On the top, three schematic examples of tasks specified using point geometry. On left, connecting an electrical connector is specified
by making the points P, S, and T coincident with the points P′, S′ and T′ (a conjunction of 3 “point-coincidence tasks”). In the center, a
screwdriver is aligned with a screw by making P, S, P′, and S′ collinear (a conjunction of two “collinearity tasks”). On the right, a board is
moved to a point where it can be inserted into a rack by first making P, S, T, P′, and S′ be coplanar and then adding the constraint that P′ and S′
coincide with P and S. Note this does not imply that the board is parallel to the rack. Such a constraint could also be specified in terms of point
geometry, by using the fact that the sides of the enclosure are parallel to the rack yielding the point T′. On the bottom are physical realizations
of these three tasks showing the visual information used to perform them (taken from (Hager, 1997)).

simultaneously observed point-features inV. Meth-
ods of defining tasks are implicit in the work of several
authors including ourselves (Castano and Hutchinson,
1994; Chaumette et al., 1997; Rizzi, 1995; Samson
et al., 1992; Hager, 1997). Figure 1 depicts exam-
ples of how several robotic positioning tasks can be
expressed in terms of such feature constraints.

As in (Hutchinson et al., 1996; Hager, 1997; Samson
et al., 1992), tasks are formally represented as equa-
tions to be satisfied. In this article, the term “task func-
tion” refers, loosely speaking, to a function which maps
ordered sets (i.e., lists) ofn simultaneously appearing
point-features{ f1, f2, . . . , fn} in V into the integer3

set {0, 1}. We use an unsubscripted symbol such as
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f to denote each such list and we henceforth refer to
f as afeature. In some cases only certain features or
lists of point-features are of interest (e.g., forn = 3,
one might want to consider only those lists whose three
point-features are collinear). The set of all such lists is
denoted byF and is a nonempty subset of the setVn,
the Cartesian product of the joint field of viewV with
itself n times. In the sequel we callF theadmissible
feature space. A task functionis then a given function
T from F to {0, 1}. The task specified byT is the
equation

T( f ) = 0. (1)

In case (1) holds we say that the task isaccom-
plished at f. Examples of tasks defined in this manner
can be found in (Samson et al., 1992; Espiau et al.,
1992; Chaumette et al., 1994; Chaumette et al., 1997;
Hutchinson et al., 1996; Hager, 1997; Robert et al.,
1995).

Some examples of task functions which are used later
in this article are described below. We refer the reader
to (Hager, 1997; Hager and Dodds, 1997; Toyama et al.,
1996) for examples of these tasks implemented within
a visual servoing framework.

Let V be a subset ofP3. Tpp designates thepoint-
to-point task function, which is defined onFpp

4= V×V
by the rule which mapsf = { f1, f2} according to

f 7→
{

0 f1 andf2 are the same point inP3

1 otherwise

In the sequel, we refer to the task specified byTpp as
thepoint-to-point task.

T3pt is a task function defined onF3pt
4= V × V × V

by the rule which mapsf = { f1, f2, f3} according to

f 7→
{

0 the fi ’s are all collinear inP3

1 otherwise

We often refer to the task specified byT3pt as the
collinearity task. Finally, Tcp is a task function de-
fined onFcp

4= V×V×V×V by the rule which maps
f = { f1, f2, f3, f4} according to

f 7→
{

0 the fi ’s are all coplanar inP3

1 otherwise

We often refer to the task specified byTcp as thecopla-
narity task. Note that all of the tasks depicted in Fig. 1
have been constructed by appropriate conjunctions of
these task functions.

2.2. Problem Formulation

Point-features are mapped into the two cameras’joint
image spaceY through a fixed but imprecisely known
two-camera model Cactual:V → Y where, depending
on the problem formulation,Y may be eitherR2⊕R2

or P2×P2. Typically several point-features are ob-
served all at once. Iffi is the i th such point feature
in V, then fi ’s observed position inY is given by the
measured output vectoryi = Cactual( fi ). We model
miscalibration by assuming that the actual two-camera
modelCactual is a fixed but unknown element of a pre-
scribed set of injective functionsC which mapV into
Y. In the sequelC is called theset of admissible two-
camera models.

For the present, no constraints are placed on the ele-
ments ofC other than they be injective functions map-
pingV intoY. Thus, the results of this section apply to
a wide variety of camera projection models including,
for example, projection models with lens distortions,
spherical projection, and various types of panoramic
cameras.

In order to complete the problem formulation, it is
helpful to introduce the following nomenclature. For
eachC in C, let C̄ denote the function fromF ⊂ Vn to
the setYn, the Cartesian product of joint image space
Y with itself n times, which is defined by the rule

{ f1, f2, . . . , fn} 7→ {C( f1),C( f2), . . . ,C( fn)}

We call C̄ the extensionof C to F . The aim of this
paper is then to give conditions which enable one to
decide on the basis of the a priori information, namely
C, T , V, and the measured data

y
4= C̄actual( f ) (2)

whether or not the task (1) has been accomplished.

2.3. Task Encodings

Clearly, if Cactual were precisely known, a strategy for
determining whether or not a task as defined by (1) had
been accomplished would be to evaluate (1) using fea-
ture locations computed from observed data. However,
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Cactual is not known precisely and, as a result, there are
many positioning tasks whose accomplishment cannot
be determined from measured data without reliance on
an accurate camera calibration, e.g., tasks involving
metrical quantities or direct comparisons of Euclidean
distances. On the other hand, it is not hard to show
that the accomplishment of tasks which involve only
point-coincidences can be determined with absolute
precision in the presence of camera calibration error
(cf. Section 2.4).

It is this dichotomy which motivates us to charac-
terize the nature of tasks whose accomplishment can
be determined with imprecisely calibrated two-camera
systems. However, in order to make this question pre-
cise, we need to first formalize the notion of making
decisions as to whether a task has been accomplished
using only measured data. Toward this end, let us call
a functionE :Yn→ R anencoded task function. With
E so constructed, the equation

E(y) = 0 (3)

is said to be anencoded taskor simply an encoding.
In case (3) holds we say that the encoded task isac-
complished at y. In an image-based feedback control
system,E(y) would thus be a logical choice for a po-
sitioning error (Hutchinson et al., 1996).

In general, the goal is to choose an encoding so that
the accomplishment of the task under consideration at
a particular feature configuration is equivalent to ac-
complishment of the encoded task at the correspond-
ing two-camera measurement. Formally, we say that
a taskT( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC with an encoding
ET (y) = 0 if, ∀ f ∈ F, ∀C ∈ C,

T( f ) = 0⇔ ET (y)|y=C̄( f ) = 0. (4)

In other words,T( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC with a
given encodingET (y) = 0, if for each featuref ∈ F
and each admissible two-camera modelC in C, the task
T( f ) = 0 is accomplished atf just in case the encoded
task ET (y) = 0 is accomplished aty = C̄( f ). In
short, in order to verify a given task, an encoding must
be able to determine,even in the face of two-camera
model uncertainty, whether or not the encoded task has
been accomplished. Moreover, the encoding must have
this property for all features in the joint field of view.

Another characterization of verifiability can be ob-
tained by noting that

ET (y)|y=C̄( f ) = (ET ◦ C̄)( f )

whereET ◦ C̄ is the composition ofET with C̄. From
this and the definition of verifiability, it follows that
T( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC with ET (y) = 0 just in the
case that for eachC ∈ C, the set of features whichT
maps into zero is the same as the set of features which
ET ◦C̄ maps into zero. We can thus state the following.

Lemma 1 (Verifiability). Let T, C and ET be fixed.
Then T( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC with the encoded task
ET (y) = 0 if and only if

Ker T = Ker ET ◦ C̄, ∀C ∈ C (5)

For example, the taskTpp( f ) = 0 can be verified
on any set of admissible two-camera models by the
encodingEpp(y) = 0, specified byEpp defined onY×
Y, withY = P2×P2, by the rule mappingy = {y1, y2}
according to

y 7→
{

0 y1 andy2 are the same point inY
1 otherwise

(6)

In fact, for any two-camera modelC on a given
set of admissible two-camera modelsC, a pair f

4=
{ f1, f2} ∈ Fpp belongs to KerEpp ◦ C̄ just in case

Epp({C( f1),C( f2)}) = 0,

which is equivalent toC( f1) = C( f2) because of (6).
SinceC is injective, this is equivalent tof1 = f2 and
therefore toTpp( f ) = 0. We have shown that KerEpp

◦C̄ = Ker Tpp. The verifiability onC of Tpp( f ) = 0
by Epp(y) = 0 then follows from Lemma 1.

At the end of the next section, we define a much
richer class of “point-coincidence” tasks and describe
the structure of encodings which verify them.

2.4. Task Decidability

With the preceding definitions in place, our original
question can be stated more precisely: “When, for a
given set of two-camera modelsC, can a task be veri-
fied?” Here,C represents the extent of the uncertainty
about the actual two-camera model.

To address this question, let us call a given taskT
decidable onC if there exists an encodingET (y) = 0
for which (4) holds. Thus, the notion of decidability
singles out precisely those tasks whose accomplish-
ment (or lack thereof) can be deduced from measured
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data without regard to a particular encoding which they
might be verified with.

The following technical result, which is proven in the
Appendix, is useful in further characterizing decidable
tasks.

Lemma 2 (Decidability). A given task T( f ) = 0 is
decidable onC if and only if for each pair C1,C2 ∈ C
and for each pair f, g ∈ F

C̄1( f ) = C̄2(g)⇒ T( f ) = T(g). (7)

That is, a given task is decidable onC if, when we
fix two two-camera models inC, T is constant on any
pair of features where the measurements of the two
two-camera models agree.

Lemma 2 thus ties the notion of decidability to the
properties of the task and the class of admissible two-
camera models upon which an encoding of the task
would be constructed,without requiring the construc-
tion of such an encoding.

Point-Coincidence Tasks:As an example of how this
lemma may be used, we show here that the family of
“point-coincidence tasks,” defined below, is decidable
(and therefore can be performed with absolute pre-
cision) onany family of injective two-camera mod-
els. To specify what we mean by the family of “point-
coincidence tasks” we need to define a few task con-
struction primitives.4 Given a taskT( f ) = 0, we call
the task¬T( f ) = 0 specified by

¬T( f )
4= 1− T( f ),

the complementof T( f ) = 0. Given a permutation
π
4= {π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n)} of the set{1, 2, . . . ,n},

we call the taskπT( f ) = 0 specified by

πT( f )
4= T(π f )

with π f
4= { fπ(1), fπ(2), . . . , fπ(n)}, the π -permu-

tation of T( f ) = 0. Also, given two tasksT1( f ) = 0
and T2( f ) = 0, we call the task(T1 ∨ T2)( f ) = 0
specified by

(T1 ∨ T2)( f )
4= T1( f )T2( f )

the disjunctionof T1( f ) = 0 andT2( f ) = 0. The
following result is straightforward to verify.

Proposition 1. Given any set of admissible two-
camera modelsC, the following statements are true:

1. The complement of a task decidable onC is decid-
able onC.

2. For any permutationπ of {1, 2, . . . ,n}, the π -
permutation of a task decidable onC is decidable
onC.

3. The disjunction of two tasks that are decidable onC
is decidable onC.

The family of point-coincidence tasks onF ⊂ Vn

can then be defined as the smallest set of tasks that
contains the taskTpc( f ) = 0, specified by

{ f1, f2, . . . , fn} 7→
{

0 f1 = f2

1 f1 6= f2
(8)

and that is closed under task complement, permuta-
tion, and disjunction. In short, the family of point-
coincidence tasks onVn contains any task that can be
fully specified by point-coincidence relationships on
then point-features. For example, onV3,

T( f1, f2, f3) = Tpp( f1, f2)Tpp( f1, f3)

specifies the task that is accomplished whenf1 is co-
incident withat least one of f2 or f3.

Let now C be an arbitrary set of admissible two-
camera models and take a pair of featuresf, g ∈ F
and a pair of two-camera modelsC1,C2 ∈ C such that

C̄1( f ) = C̄2(g) (9)

Suppose first thatTpc( f ) = 0 and therefore thatf1 =
f2. In this case (9) implies thatC2(g1) = C1( f1) =
C1( f2) = C2(g2). This and the injectivity ofC2 guar-
antee thatg1= g2 and therefore thatTpc(g) = 0. Sim-
ilarly one can conclude thatTpc(g) = 1 whenever
Tpc( f ) = 1. Thus, by Lemma 2, the taskTpc( f ) = 0
is decidable onC. The following lemma follows from
this and Proposition 1.

Lemma 3. Any point-coincidence task is decidable
on any family of admissible two-camera models.

Although we can prove the decidability of the class
of point-coincidence tasks without recourse to encod-
ings, the constructive definition of the class of point-
coincidence tasks makes it simple to define encodings
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for every member of the class. We first defineEpc(y)
onYn by the rule

{y1, y2, . . . , yn} 7→
{

0 y1 = y2

1 y1 6= y2
(10)

It is simple to verify thatEpc(y) = 0 verifiesTpc( f ) =
0 on any familyC of admissible two-camera models.
Furthermore, if we define complement, permutation,
and disjunction of encodings in the same manner we
defined these operations for tasks, then one can ob-
tain an encoding that verifies a given point-coincidence
taskT( f ) = 0 on C by applying the same construc-
tion to the encoding that was used to build the task
T( f ) = 0 from the taskTpc( f ) = 0 (starting now with
the encoded task functionEpc(y) = 0). This gives
a systematic procedure to build encodings that verify
any point-coincidence task on any family of admissible
two-camera models.

3. Task Decidability for Projective
Camera Models

The results of the preceding section apply to two-
camera model classes whose elements are assumed to
be injective but nothing more. In this section we spe-
cialize to the case when the two-camera models of inter-
est are pairs of projective camera models which map
subsets ofP3 containingV, into P2×P2. Projective
models of this type have been widely used in computer
vision (Boufama et al., 1998; Mundy and Zisserman,
1992; Faugeras, 1993; Hartley, 1997; Hartley, 1998;
Maybank, 1998) in part because they include as special
cases the perspective, affine, and orthographic cam-
era models. By restricting our attention to projective
models, we are able to provide a complete and concise
characterization of decidable tasks in terms of their in-
variance under the group of projective transformations
(Mundy and Zisserman, 1992).

3.1. Uncalibrated Stereo Vision Systems

In order to formalize the notion of a camera as a sen-
sor, we need to delineate both the structure of the cam-
era mappingand the domain over which it operates.
Although the general structure of a projective camera
model is well known in computer vision (Mundy and
Zisserman, 1992; Faugeras, 1993), it is important to
realize that it is not sufficient, for this analysis, to con-

sider cameras simply as maps fromP3 to P2. To do so
would introduce models with singular points (points
at which injectivity breaks down) as well as points in
P3 which have no rendering in terms of the underly-
ing physical system that we are modeling (Faugeras,
1993).

Thus, we proceed as follows. For any real 3× 4
full-rank matrix M , letP3

M denote the set of all points
in P3 except for KerM . We call the functionM from
P3

M to P2 defined by the ruleRx 7→ RMx theglobal
camera model induced by Mand we call KerM the
optical centerof M.5

Consider now a pair of global camera models,M
andN, whose optical centers are distinct. We define
thebaselineof the two-camera system to be the line in
P3 on which the optical centers ofM andN lie, namely
`
4= Ker M⊕Ker N. LetP3

` denote the set of all points
in P3 except for those that lie oǹ. We call the function
G = {M ,N} fromP3

` to the image spaceY 4= P2×P2,
defined by the ruleRx 7→ {RMx,RN x} the global
two-camera model6 induced by{M, N}.

As a consequence of these definitions, it is straight-
forward to show that any global two-camera model
so defined is injective onP3

`. However, as suggested
above, the domainP3

` is still larger than we might de-
sire. For example, if we took the field of view of the
cameras to beP3

` for some linè in P3, then the set of
two-camera models consistent with this field of view
would be reduced to only those two-camera models
whose baseline is preciselỳ. In fact, it will turn out
later (specifically Lemma 5 of the next section) that we
need to exclude fromV at least the points on one plane
in P3. Although the choice of this plane (or any larger
set for that matter) is arbitrary, we will specifically re-
strict our attention to two-camera models whose fields
of view are a given subsetV ⊂ P3 of the form

V 4=
{
R
[
w

1

]
:w ∈ B

}

whereB is a nonempty subset ofR3. Under the canon-
ical mapping betweenR4 andP3, we exclude by this
construction the points in the “plane at infinity,” namely
points inP3 which have no corresponding point inR3.

In the sequel we say that the baseline of a global two-
camera modelG lies outside ofV if there is no point on
the baseline ofG which is also inV. For each suchG it
is possible to define a restricted function fromV toY by
the rulev 7→ G(v). We denote this function byG |V
and refer to it as thetwo-camera model determined by G
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onV. By the set of alluncalibrated two-camera models
on V, written Cuncal[V], is meant the set of all two-
camera models which are determined by global two-
camera models whose baselines lie outside ofV. For
the remainder of this article, any stereo vision system
whose cameras admit a model which is known to be
in this class but is otherwise unknown, is said to be
uncalibrated.

3.2. Weakly Calibrated Stereo Vision Systems

It is well-known that, given measurements of a suf-
ficient number of points in “general position” by a
stereo camera system, it is possible to compute a one-
dimensional constraint on the (stereo) projection of
any point-features in the two-camera field of view
(Longuet-Higgins, 1981; Faugeras, 1993; Ponce and
Genc, 1998; Zhang, 1998). A stereo camera system
for which this information, the “epipolar constraint,” is
known is often referred to asweakly calibrated(Robert
and Faugeras, 1993).

It follows that we can view weak calibration as a re-
striction on the class of two-camera models which can
be characterized as follows. Let us write GL(4) for the
general linear group of real, nonsingular, 4× 4 matri-
ces. For each such matrixA, A denotes the correspond-
ing projective transformation defined onP3 → P3 by
the ruleRx 7→ RAx. For each fixed global two-camera
modelG0 whose baselinè lies outside ofV, letC[G0]
denote the set of two-camera models defined to be{

G0 ◦ (A |V): A ∈ GL(4),A(V) ⊂ P3
l

}
, (11)

whereA |V is the restricted functionV → P3
l , v 7→

A(v). This function is well defined—in that the domain
of G0 is sufficiently large to always containA(v)—for
any A ∈ GL(4) such thatA(V) ⊂ P3

`. It is easy to
verify that for anyG0 in Cuncal[V], C[G0] is contained
within Cuncal[V].

The definition of the setC[G0] is designed to in-
clude all two-camera models which are indistinguish-
able fromG0 based on observed data—that is, all those
that have the same weak calibration asG0. Alterna-
tively, C[G0] could also have been defined as the set
of all global two-camera models that are injective on
V and have the same fundamental matrix (Faugeras,
1993) asG0. As is stated in the following lemma, these
two definitions are, in fact, equivalent.

Lemma 4. Let G0 be a given global two-camera
model whose baseline lies outsideV. The setC[G0]

contains all two-camera models that are injective onV
and have the same fundamental matrix as G0.

One implication of Lemma 4 is that for a camera
pair with known fundamental matrix, the two-camera
model is known up to a right-composition with a (suit-
ably restricted) projective transformation. Therefore,
reconstruction done with such a system can only be
correct up to a projective transformation on the point-
features as was reported in (Faugeras, 1992). For com-
pleteness we include in the appendix a compact proof
of Lemma 4. Finally, the following technical result
will be needed:

Lemma 5. Let G0 be a given global two-camera
model whose baseline lies outsideV. For any matrix
A ∈ GL(4), there always exists a global two-camera
model G1 such that both G1 |V and G1 ◦ (A |V) are in
C[G0].

The proof of this lemma (also included in the ap-
pendix) depends on the fact that there is at least one
plane inP3 which is not inV—hence our definition of
the field of view as excluding at least one plane inP3.

3.3. Decidability for Weakly Calibrated Stereo
Vision Systems

As noted above, it has been shown that, with a “weakly
calibrated” stereo system, it is possible to reconstruct
the position of point-features in the two-cameras’ field
of view from image measurements. However, this re-
construction is only unique up to a projective transfor-
mation (Faugeras, 1992). These findings suggest that
there should be a connection between the decidability
of a taskT( f ) = 0 on a weakly calibrated two-camera
class and the properties ofT( f ) = 0 which are invari-
ant under projective transformations. To demonstrate
that this is so, we begin by defining what is meant by
a “projectively invariant task”. For eachA ∈ GL(4),
let Ā denote the extended function from (P3)n to (P3)n

defined by the rule

{p1, p2, . . . , pn} 7→ {A(p1),A(p2), . . . ,A(pn)}

where (P3)n denotes the Cartesian product ofP3 with
itself n times. We call two pointsf andg in F pro-
jectively equivalent7 if there exists anA in GL(4) such
that f = Ā(g). A task T( f ) = 0 is said to bepro-
jectively invariant onF if for each pair of projectively
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equivalent pointsf, g ∈ F ,

T( f ) = T(g) (12)

In other words,T( f ) = 0 is projectively invariant on
F , just in caseT is constant on each equivalence class
of projectively equivalent features withinF . It follows
thatT is a projective invariant (Mundy and Zisserman,
1992).

The main result of this section is the following:

Theorem 1 (Weak Calibration). Let G0 be a fixed
global two-camera model whose baseline lies outside
of V. A task T( f ) = 0 is decidable onC[G0] if and
only if it is projectively invariant.

In short, with a weakly calibrated two-camera sys-
tem, any projectively invariant task is verifiable with at
least one encoding. Moreover, any task which is not
projectively invariant isnot verifiable with any type
of encoding. In Section 3.5 we will see how to con-
structively generate all projectively invariant tasks for
certain feature spaces.

Not coincidently, all the tasks defined in Section 2.1
are projectively invariant, and therefore decidable on
any set of weakly calibrated two-camera models. Sup-
pose however that we change the collinearity taskT3pt

by demanding that the task be accomplished only when
the point featuref3 is collinear andequidistantfrom
f1 and f2. Here, equidistance refers to the Euclidean
distance between the corresponding points inR3 (cf.
Note 2 on page 83). This new taskTequi( f ) = 0 is
no longer decidable on sets of weakly calibrated two-
camera models. This follows directly from Theorem 1
because projective transformations do not preserve Eu-
clidean distances, and thereforeTequi( f ) = 0 is not
projectively invariant. In practice, this means that, in
order to decide whether or not the taskTequi( f ) = 0 has
been accomplished, one needs a stereo vision system
for which more than weak calibration is available.

In the proof which follows, for each global two-
cameraG :P3

` → Y, Ḡ denotes the extended function
from (P3

`)
n toYn which is defined by the rule

{p1, p2, . . . , pn} 7→ {G(p1),G(p2), . . . ,G(pn)}.

Here (P3
`)

n denotes the Cartesian product ofP3
` with

itself n times.

Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose thatT( f ) = 0 is pro-
jectively invariant. To prove thatT( f ) = 0 is decid-

able onC[G0] let f, g ∈ F be any pair of features such
thatC̄1( f ) = C̄2(g), whereC̄1 andC̄2 are extensions of
some two-camera modelsC1,C2 ∈ C[G0]. By Lemma
2, it is enough to show thatT( f ) = T(g).

SinceC1,C2 ∈ C[G0], there must be matricesAi ∈
GL(4) such thatCi = (G0 ◦ A i ) |V, i ∈ {1, 2} and

A i (V) ⊂ P3
`, i ∈ {1, 2} (13)

where ` is the baseline ofG0. Thus C̄1( f ) = Ḡ0

(Ā1( f )) andC̄2(g) = Ḡ0(Ā2(g)). HenceḠ0(Ā1( f ))
= Ḡ0(Ā2(g)). Now each point feature in the listĀ1( f )
and in the list̄A2(g)must be inP3

` because of (13). Thus
Ā1( f ) andĀ2(g) must be points in (P3

`)
n. It follows

thatĀ1( f ) = Ā2(g) sinceG0 is injective. This means
that f = {Ā−1

1 ◦ Ā2}(g) and thus thatf and g are
projectively equivalent. HenceT( f ) = T(g).

To prove the converse, now suppose thatT( f ) = 0
is decidable onC[G0]. Pick two projectively equivalent
featuresf, g ∈ F and a matrixA ∈ GL(4) such that
f = Ā(g). By Lemma 5 there are two two-camera
models inC[G0] that can be written asC1 = G0 ◦
(B |V) andC2 = G0 ◦ (B ◦ A |V), with B ∈ GL(4).
Then, it follows thatC̄1( f ) = C̄2(g) and therefore that
T( f ) = T(g), because of Lemma 2 and the hypothesis
of decidability onC[G0]. 2

3.4. Decidability for Uncalibrated Stereo
Vision Systems

As it stands, Theorem 1 applies only to stereo vision
systems which are weakly calibrated. However, since
being projectively invariant is a necessary condition for
the taskT( f ) = 0 to be decidable onC[G0], projective
invariance must also be a necessary condition for the
taskT( f ) = 0 to be decidable onCuncal[V] ⊃ C[G0].
We can thus state the following.

Corollary 1. If T ( f ) = 0 is decidable onCuncal[V],
then T( f ) = 0 is projectively invariant.

The reverse implication, namely that projective in-
variance of a task implies decidability onCuncal[V], is
false. One counter example is the collinearity task
T3pt( f ) = 0 defined in Section 2.1. Clearly, the task
T3pt( f ) = 0 is projectively invariant because projective
transformations preserve collinearity. Yet, this task is
not decidable onCuncal[V]. Indeed, there are pairs of
two-camera modelsC1,C2 ∈ Cuncal[V] and pairs of
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Figure 2. Ambiguous configurations for the collinearity taskT3pt( f ) = 0 with an uncalibrated stereo vision system. The black dots represent
point-features and the white dots optical centers of the two-camera modelsC1 and C2. All points are on the same plane. The solid lines
represent the intersection of the image planes of the cameras with the plane where all the point-features lie. For these configurations we have
C̄1( f ) = C̄2(g) and yet f

4= { f1, f2, f3} accomplishes the coplanarity task butg
4= {g1, g2, g3} does not. This task is therefore not decidable

onCuncal[V] because of Lemma 2.

featuresf, g ∈ F at whichC̄1( f ) andC̄2(g) are equal
(i.e., f andg “look” the same) and yet the task is ac-
complished atf but not atg. This happens in certain
configurations for which all point-features in the listf
and the optical centers of the global two-camera mod-
els that determineC1 are coplanar inP3 and also when
all point-features in the listg and the optical centers
of the global two-camera models that determineC2 are
coplanar inP3. Figure 2 shows one such configuration.

In geometric terms, the task fails to be decidable
because of configurations in which the point-features
and the cameras’ optical centers all lie in the same
epipolar plane. Practically speaking, the task can be
accomplished with uncalibrated cameras provided such
configurations can be avoided (Hager, 1997).

Another example of a projectively invariant task
that is not decidable using uncalibrated two-cameras
is coplanarity—that is the taskTcp( f ) = 0 is not de-
cidable onCuncal[V]. It is interesting to note that the
collinearity task fails to be decidable because there is a
“small” set of configurations where the task is not ver-
ifiable using any encoding. Thus, it is still possible to
verify the accomplishment of this task, without weak
calibration, provided the problem can be constrained to
avoid such configurations. On the other hand, there is
nosituation (without introducing additional constraints
on feature sets) where coplanarity could be decided us-
ing uncalibrated two-cameras.

These results also clarify the value of performing
weak calibration. First, weak calibration removes (vis-
ually) singular configurations from the robot work-
space and in turn makes the problem of designing con-

trol algorithms simpler. Second, weak calibration aug-
ments the class of decidable tasks.

3.5. Classes of Tasks

One way of viewing our results to this point is as fol-
lows. Fix a field of viewV and a feature spaceF ⊂ Vn.
Let Tpc denote the set of all point-coincidence tasks on
F as defined in Section 2.4, letTPInv denote the set
of all projectively invariant tasks onF , and letTuncal

andTwkcal denote the set of tasks which are decidable
on Cuncal[V] andC[G0] for someG0 ∈ Cuncal[V], res-
pectively. Then from the preceding analysis, we know
that

Tpc ⊂ Tuncal⊂ Twkcal = TPInv

One might now reasonably ask how rich these sets
are. In particular, we were able toconstructivelydefine
the set of point-coincidence tasks, and as a result were
also able to construct an encoding for any task in the
class. Is this also possible for the setsTuncal andTPInv?

The structure of the setTPInv has been studied in
(Hespanha, 1998) with some generality. Here, we take
from (Hespanha et al., 1998) a characterization forTPInv

for the special cases whenn ∈ {2, 3, 4}. For a given
set of tasksT , let us say that the taskT( f ) = 0 can
be generated byT if it can be obtained by applying
any number of the three task construction primitives
defined in Section 2.4 to the tasks inT . The following
is taken from (Hespanha et al., 1998):
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Theorem 2. Given the feature spaceF =Vn, the fol-
lowing statements are true:

1. For n= 2any projectively invariant task can be gen-
erated by a set consisting of exactly one task,namely
the one specified by the point-to-point task function
Tpp.

2. For n= 3any projectively invariant task can be gen-
erated by the set of tasks specified by the two task
functions f 7→ Tpp({ f1, f2}) and T3pt.

3. for n= 4 any projectively invariant task can be
generated by the set of tasks specified by the three
task functions f7→ Tpp({ f1, f2}), f 7→ T3pt({ f1,

f2, f3}), and Tcp, together with the family of tasks
specified by

f 7→


0 f1, f2, f3, f4 on the same line inP3

with cross ratio (Mundy and
Zisserman, 1992)ρ

1 otherwise

whereρ takes values inR.

To illustrate this theorem consider the taskTcol( f ) =
0 defined onFcol

4= V × V × V with f = { f1, f2, f3},
by the rule

f 7→


0 the fi ’s are all collinear inP3

but no two are coincident

1 otherwise

The accomplishment of this task corresponds to a
stronger condition than the accomplishment ofT3pt( f )
= 0, since we exclude degenerate cases in which the
collinearity is due to two of the points being coincident.
The taskTcol( f ) = 0 is projectively invariant and, be-
cause of Theorem 2, it is not surprising to discover that
it can be written as

¬(¬Tcol ∨ Tpp∨ πTpp∨ π̄Tpp)( f ) = 0

where π and π̄ denote the permutations{1, 3, 2}
and {2, 3, 1}, respectively. Note, in particular, that
(Tpp∨πTpp∨ π̄Tpp)( f )= 0 corresponds to a task that
is accomplished whenever any two of the three point-
features are coincident. In practice, Theorem 2 is
quite useful because it allows one to “enumerate” all
tasks that are projectively invariant by applying all
task construction primitives to the generators of each
class of tasks. As with the family of point-coincidence

tasks, the constructiveness of these definitions makes it
straightforward to construct encodings for every mem-
ber of each class of tasks.

4. Implications for Vision-Based Control

In the introduction we described two commonly used
control system architectures for accomplishing vision-
based tasks: position-based control and image-based
control. Following the generally accepted definitions
developed by (Weiss et al., 1987) and summarized in
(Hutchinson et al., 1996), a position-based control ar-
chitecture is one in which there is an explicit conversion
of measured image features to task-space coordinates
of those features. The control problem is then solved in
task space. In contrast, an image-based control archi-
tecture is one in which there is no explicit conversion
of measured image features to workspace coordinates
of those features. Instead, a control signal is generated
directly from measured image information. It should
be noted, however, that even when such an estimate is
not used in the encoding, a reasonably good (but not
necessarily perfect) estimate ofCactual is often neces-
sary in practice. For example, such an estimate may
be necessary to construct a feedback controller which
provides (at least) loop-stability and consequently a
guarantee that the encoded task can be accomplished
in practice. In practice, the non existence of an explicit
reconstruction of workspace coordinates is difficult to
formalize in a precise way. Therefore, here we take the
position that all architectures can be regarded as image-
based whereas only those architectures that exhibit an
explicit reconstruction of workspace coordinates shall
be called position-based.

In general, control architectures are designed so as
to drive to zero a specific “control error,” which is a
function E of the two-camera measurementsy. Thus,
E can be regarded as an encoded task function. The
dichotomy between position-based and image-based
architectures is directly related to the form of the en-
coding used to generate the control error. Specifically,
image-based architectures do not necessarily commit
to any particular structure of the encodings whereas
position-based architectures employ encodings that in-
clude an explicit conversion of measured image fea-
tures to workspace coordinates of those features.

From the results of the previous section, we know
that an image-based control architecture can, with
the proper choice of encodings, precisely accomplish
the widest possible range of tasks, namely those that
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are decidable. However, what of position-based archi-
tectures? In this section, we explore some of the encod-
ings that are used to generate control errors in position-
based architectures and point out some of the potential
limitations of this approach.

4.1. Cartesian-Based Encoding

The position-based control architecture is, in a sense,
motivated by the heuristic idea of “certainty equiva-
lence” as used in control (Sastry and Bodson, 1989;
Hespanha and Morse, 1998). In the present context, cer-
tainty equivalence advocates that to verify a given task
T( f )= 0, one should evaluateT( fest)= 0 for some es-
timate festof f with the understanding thatfest is to be
viewed as correct even though it may not be.

This idea leads naturally to what we refer to as a
Cartesian-based task encoding. Again, the idea is to
embed an “estimation procedure” in the encoding itself.
The construction of such an estimate starts with the
selection (usually through an independent calibration
procedure) of a two-camera modelCest in C which is
considered to be an estimate ofCactual. Then, fest is
defined by an equation of the form

fest
4= C̄−1

est(y)

whereC̄−1
est is one of the left inverses of̄Cest. Note that

such a left inverse can always be found becauseC̄est

is injective. In accordance with certainty equivalence,
theCartesian-based encodingof T( f ) = 0 is then

T
(
C̄−1

est(y)
) = 0 (14)

The encoded task function is thusET
4= T ◦ C̄−1

est. In
light of Lemma 1, it is clear that a given taskT( f ) = 0
will be verifiable onC by a Cartesian-based encoding
of the form (

T ◦ C̄−1
est

)
(y) = 0

just in case

Ker T = Ker T ◦ C̄−1
est ◦ C̄, ∀C ∈ C (15)

It is worth noting that, to encode a given task in this way,
it is necessary to pickbotha modelCest from C and a
left inverse of its extension. Because such left inverses
are generally not unique, there are in fact many ways

to encodeT( f )= 0 in this manner, even afterCest has
been chosen.

In practice, the appeal of Cartesian-based encodings
is that, in the ideal case of perfect reconstruction,fest

is a metrically accurate representation of feature loca-
tions in the world. With such a reconstruction, one can
phrase any task, even a task relying on an absolute mea-
surement such as “move 3 centimeters along the line
joining featuresf1 and f2.” Clearly, however, such a
task is not projectively invariant. Therefore, based on
the results of the previous section, in practice it is not
possible to provide guarantees on the accuracy with
which such a task would actually be accomplished by
using a weakly calibrated two-camera system.

More importantly, there are projectively invariant
task that are not verifiable on a weakly calibrated two-
camera system, using an arbitrary Cartesian-based
encoding—the collinearity task is one of these. To see
why this happens suppose we pick a feature listf con-
sisting of 3 collinear points and an estimateCest of the
actual two-camera model belonging to a set of weakly
calibrated two-camera modelsC[G0] that is known to
containCactual. In case the measurementy

4= C̄actual( f )
is not on the image of̄Cest, the value ofC̄−1

est(y) is ba-
sically arbitrary. In fact, the left inverse of an injec-
tive but noninvertible function—like the two-camera
models considered here—is not uniquely determined
outside the image of the function and it depends on
the algorithm used to compute the left inverse.8 In
such casefest

4= C̄−1
est(y) will, in general, not consist

of 3 collinear points and thereforef ∈Ker T3pt but
f 6∈ T3pt ◦ C̄−1

est ◦ C̄actual, which violates (15). We shall
see in Section 4.3 how to build an encoding that is guar-
anteed to verify the collinearity task on sets of weakly
calibrated camera models.

The following statements can then be made:

1. There are projectively invariant tasks whichcan-
notbe verified on any set of weakly calibrated two-
camera systems using an arbitrary Cartesian-based
encoding.

2. Any member of the previously defined class of
point-coincidence tasksTpc, can be verified by a
Cartesian-based encoding on a given set of admissi-
ble two-camera modelsC, provided that fory ∈ Yn

C̄−1
est(y) =

{
C−1

est(y1),C
−1
est(y2), . . . ,C

−1
est(yn)

}
for some left inverseC−1

est of Cest for whichC−1
est ◦C

is injective for everyC ∈ C.
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To prove the second statement it is enough to verify
that the taskTpc( f ) = 0 is verified by a Cartesian-based
encoding onC. This is because the task construction
primitives used to generateTpc carry through to the
corresponding encodings (Hespanha et al., 1998). To
check thatTpc( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC by a Cartesian-
based encoding, pick in arbitrary two-camera model
C ∈ C. A list of point-featuresf

4= { f1, f2, . . . , fn} ∈
F ⊂ Vn then belongs to KerTpc ◦ C̄−1

est ◦ C̄ just in case

Tpc
({(

C−1
est ◦ C

)
( f1), . . . ,

(
C−1

est ◦ C
)
( fn)

}) = 0,

which is equivalent to(C−1
est ◦C)( f1)= (C−1

est ◦C)( f2)

because of (8). Since(C−1
est ◦ C) is assumed injective,

this is equivalent tof1 = f2 and therefore toTpc( f ) =
0. We have shown that KerTpc ◦ C̄−1

est ◦ C̄ = KerTpc.
The verifiability onC of Tpc( f ) = 0 by the Cartesian-
based encoding(Tpc ◦ C̄−1

est)(y) = 0 then follows from
Lemma 1.

4.2. Modified Cartesian Encoding

Suppose, for a fixed set of projective two-camera mod-
els C, we let TCbasedandTIbased denote the set of all
tasks which can be verified onC with a Cartesian-based
and image-based encodings (as defined above), respec-
tively. The results of this section thus far demonstrate
thatTCbasedis a strict subset ofTIbased. A specific ex-
ample of a task which cannot be performed with an
arbitrary Cartesian-based encoding is that of position-
ing a point at themidpointof four coplanar points as
illustrated in Fig. 3. This task fails to be verified by
a Cartesian-based encoding for the same reason the
collinearity task fails to be verified by this type of en-
coding (cf. Section 4.1). In fact, this task can be re-
garded as the “conjunction” of two collinearity tasks:
one that is accomplished whenf1, f4, and fnew are
collinear and another that is accomplished whenf2, f3,
and fnew are collinear.

One of the motivations for the use of Cartesian-based
encodings is the fact that they use estimates of features
(i.e., fest) taking values in Cartesian space which, in
turn, is the natural space for specifying robot position-
ing tasks. One might now reasonably ask if there is a
way of “enriching”TCbasedso that one might gain the ad-
vantage of using more intuitive position-based control
while retaining the robustness of image-based control.
The “modified” Cartesian-based encoding, introduced
in (Chang et al., 1997), is one way of extending the idea

Figure 3. On the top, a midpoint placement task to be performed.
On the bottom, the midpoint construction used to describe the task
in a manner which permits accurate task performance.

of Cartesian-based encodings to encompass a richer set
of tasks.

The central idea in modified Cartesian-based encod-
ings is to reformulate a positioning task, initially de-
fined on some feature setF ⊂Vn, on a new feature
spaceFnew⊂Vm. In what follows, letFnew be fixed
and writeC̄new for the extension ofC ∈ C toFnew. We
say that a functionH : F→Fnew factors throughC if
there is a functionK such that

C̄new ◦ H = K ◦ C̄, ∀C ∈ C (16)

Intuitively, H is a construction on the feature space
which results in “new” features.K is a construction,
based on observed data, which results in a “new” mea-
surement inFnew. For example, Fig. 3 illustrates the
geometric construction of the midpoint of four copla-
nar points. In this case,Hmidpt would be the function
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which maps lists of four features (f1 through f4 in the
figure) into a single feature—the midpoint (fnew in the
figure). Kmidpt would be the function which does the
same construction on the pair of camera images. That
is, for each camera of the two-camera model,Kmidpt

maps lists of four points inP2 to the intersection of the
two lines defined by the four points. Since projective
cameras preserve collinearity,Hmidpt factors through
any set of projective two-cameras provided that the four
point-features are not coplanar with the optical centers
of any of the cameras. Note that when the four point-
features and the optical center of a projective camera
are coplanar the four points appear collinear in the im-
age plane and therefore their intersection is not well
defined.

Suppose thatT is a given task function which can
be factored as

T = Tnew ◦ H (17)

whereTnew is a new task function andH is a surjec-
tive function which factors throughC for someK . Let
fnew and ynew denote new feature and output vectors
respectively, defined by the equations

fnew
4= H( f ), ynew

4= K (y). (18)

The tasksT( f ) = 0 andTnew( fnew) = 0 areequivalent
in the sense that∀ f ∈ F ,

T( f ) = 0⇔ Tnew( fnew)| fnew=H( f ) = 0. (19)

It is also easy to see that because of (16) and (18),

ynew= C̄new( fnew) (20)

whereC̄new is the extension ofCactual toFnew.
Suppose thatETnew(ynew) = 0 is an encoding that

verifiesTnew( fnew) = 0 onC. Then, because of the sur-
jectivity of H and the equivalence ofTnew( fnew) = 0
andT( f )= 0 noted above, it must be true that verifi-
ability of Tnew( fnew) = 0 on C with ETnew(ynew) = 0
implies verifiability of T( f ) = 0 onC with (ETnew ◦
K )(y)= 0. The converse must also be true; that is,
if T( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC with the encoded task
(ETnew◦K )(y) = 0, thenTnew( fnew) = 0 is necessarily
verifiable onC with the encoded taskETnew(ynew) = 0.

Formally, amodified Cartesian-based encodingof a
given taskT( f ) = 0 is then any encoding of the form(

Tnew ◦ C̄−1
estnew
◦ K

)
(y) = 0

whereTnew is a factor ofT in a formula of the form
T = Tnew◦ H, H is a surjective function which factors
throughC with K , andC̄−1

estnew is a left inverse of the
extension of an estimateCest∈ C toFnew. The form of
a modified Cartesian-based task function is thusET =
Tnew ◦ C̄−1

estnew ◦ K . Note that(
Tnew ◦ C̄−1

estnew

)
(ynew) = 0,

is a Cartesian-based encoding ofTnew( fnew) = 0. Thus
a modified Cartesian-based encoding ofT( f ) = 0 can
be thought of as a transformed version of a Cartesian-
based encoding ofTnew( fnew) = 0.

Continuing with the example above, we can now
specify the task of determining if a fifth point is the
midpoint of four coplanar points using the task function

Tmidpt = Tpp ◦ H̄midpt

and the corresponding task encoding

Emidpt = Tpp ◦ C̄−1
estnew
◦ K̄midpt,

whereH̄midpt is defined by

{ f1, f2, f3, f4, f5} → {Hmidpt({ f1, f2, f3, f4}), f5}.

The functionH̄midpt factors throughC with

{y1, y2, y3, y4, y5} → {Kmidpt({y1, y2, y3, y4}), y5}

and thereforeEmidpt(y)= 0 verifies Tmidpt( f )= 0 on
any set of projective two-camerasC whose optical cen-
ters are never coplanar with the first four point-features
of the lists inF .9

A Cartesian-based encoding is a special case
of a modified Cartesian-based encoding in which
Fnew=F, H is the identity onF and Tnew= T .
Thus every Cartesian-based encoding of a given task
T( f )= 0 onC is a modified Cartesian-based encoding,
whereas every modified Cartesian-based encoding is an
image-based encoding. In other words, for any given
class of two-camera modelsC, we have the ordering

TCbased⊂ TMCbased⊂ TIbased

where TMCbased denotes the class of all tasks that
can be verified onC using modified Cartesian-based
encodings.
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4.3. Partial Calibration

In this section we introduce a new form of encoding,
which is inspired by the Cartesian-based encoding, but
that can be used to verifyanydecidable task. The key
to achieving this property is to build a form of online
calibration into the encoding—namely, a calibration
that is consistent with the measured data.

Suppose thatT( f ) = 0 is a decidable task on some
fixed set of two-camera modelsC. Then the assignment

y 7→
{

T(C̄−1(y)) y ∈ Im C̄ for someC ∈ C
1 otherwise

(21)

whereC̄−1 denotes any left inverse of̄C, specifies a
well-defined functionET : Yn→ R. In fact, the value
of ET (y)computed by (21) is independent of the choice
of C̄ (provided thaty ∈ Im C̄) and the choice of its left
inverseC̄−1. This is because, if there are two-camera
modelsC1,C2 ∈ C such thaty ∈ Im C1∩ Im C2 and
thereforey = C̄1( f ) = C̄2(g) for some f, g ∈ F ,
then

T
(
C̄−1

1 (y)
) = T( f ) = T(g) = T

(
C̄−1

2 (y)
)

Here we have used Lemma 2.
By construction, the encoding specified by (21) has

the property that, for everyC ∈ C,

ET (y)|y=C̄( f ) = T( f ), f ∈ F

Therefore,ET ◦ C̄ = T,C ∈ C. From this and Lemma
1, one concludes thatT( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC with
ET (y) = 0. The following can then be stated:

Lemma 6. If the task T( f )= 0 is decidable on some
fixed set of two-camera modelsC, then the encoding
specified by(21) verifies T( f ) = 0 onC.

What distinguishes the Cartesian-based encoding in
(14) from the one specified by (21) is that in the lat-
ter, reconstruction is always done using a two-camera
model that could have produced the measured data.
This is because, in (21), for a giveny ∈ Y,

ET (y) = T( fest)

with the estimated featurefest given by

fest= C̄−1(y)

for some two-camera modelC ∈ C such thaty ∈ Im C̄,
i.e., for some two-camera modelC ∈ C that could have
produced the measurementy. For example, with pro-
jective cameras, we would never try to estimate the
true feature list using a two-camera modelC for which
y would violate the epipolar constraint. In fact, such
model could have never producedy.

In practice, this means that for different measure-
ments inYn one may have to compute the estimated
feature fest using left inverses of distinct two-camera
models. We can therefore regard the encoding speci-
fied by (21) as a form of Cartesian-based encoding that,
for each measurementy, restricts the set of admissible
two-camera models to those modelsC that are compat-
ible with y, in that this measurement could have been
produced byC. In this sense, this encoding includes
a form of online calibration. However, this calibration
is often only “partial” because the observed data may
not be enough to perform even a weak calibration of
the stereo camera system.

4.4. Continuous Encodings

The results so far were mainly concerned with the ex-
istence of encodings, and little was mentioned regard-
ing desirable properties of encodings, other than veri-
fiability. A popular approach to developing a control
algorithm is to view the encoded task function as a con-
tinuous error function that is driven to zero by a feed-
back control algorithm (Samson et al., 1992). While
the choice of encoded task functions, taking only the
values 0 or 1, was often convenient for the preceding
analysis, one might reasonably argue that, because of
their discontinuous nature, such encodings have little
practical application.

It turns out that under mild technical conditions on
T andC, and the assumption thatT( f ) = 0 is decid-
able, it is always possible to verifyT( f ) = 0 with an
encoded task whose task function is continuous. To
illustrate this, suppose thatV is a compact subset of
R3, thatY is R2⊕R2, that‖ · ‖ is a norm onY, that
C is of the formC = {Cp: p ∈ P} whereP a com-
pact subset of a finite dimensional linear space, that
{p, f } 7→ Cp( f ) is a continuous function onP ×V,
that the kernel ofT is compact, and thatT( f ) = 0 is
decidable onC. Set now

I 4= C∗(P × Ker T),

whereC∗ : P × F → Yn is the function defined by
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the rule(p, f ) 7→ C̄p, and consider the encoded task
function ET : Yn→ R defined by

y 7→ inf
z∈I
‖y− z‖. (22)

The following lemma (proved in the appendix) states
that ET has the desired properties.

Lemma 7. Under the above conditions, the task
T( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC with the encoding ET (y) =
0. Moreover, ET is globally Lipschitz continuous onY.

The assumptions stated above are very mild. The
compactness ofV basically demands that the region of
space on which the point-features lie be bounded. The
requirements on the set of two-camera models hold, for
example, if the actual two-camera model depends con-
tinuously on am-vector of parametersp (e.g., contain-
ing the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a pin-hole
camera (Faugeras, 1993)) that is known to belong to
some bounded and close setP ⊂Rm. Finally, the com-
pactness of the kernel ofT holds for most tasks consid-
ered here, e.g.,Tpp( f ) = 0, T3pt( f ) = 0, Tcp( f ) = 0,
etc. However, this requirement does not hold for the
complement of these tasks. For example, it is violated
for the task¬Tpp( f ) = 0 that is accomplished at all
features f = { f1, f2} ∈ F 4=V2 for which f1 6= f2.
In fact, an encoding that verifies¬Tpp( f ) = 0 must be
equal to zero at every measurementy = {y1, y2} for
which y1 6= y2 and nonzero on the set of measure zero
for which y1= y2. Since it is not possible to construct
a continuous function that is equal to zero everywhere,
except at a set of measure zero, we actually conclude
that there is no continuous encoding for such a task. In
practice, that is not really a limitation because one is
not usually faced with the problem of accomplishing a
task that is accomplished almost everywhere.

One should emphasize that Lemma 7 is essentially
an existence result. Although a continuous encoding is
actually proposed, in practice, it may be very difficult
to use this encoding to design a control system that
accomplishes the task.

5. Concluding Remarks

The results of this paper can be summarized as follows.
First, we have shown that

Tpc ⊂ Tuncal⊂ Twkcal = TPInv

where the second subset relationship is strict. Second,
we have shown that, for a given admissible class of
two-camera models,

Tpc ⊂ TCbased⊂ TMCbased⊂ TIbased.

Finally, for the specific case of weakly calibrated cam-
eras, we have shown that

TIbased= TPInv

Thus, we have established, in general, a “lower bound”
on what tasks can be accomplished with two impre-
cisely modeled cameras, and in the specific case of
weakly calibrated projective cameras, we have estab-
lished an “upper bound” (and indeed, have shown that
it can be attained). Furthermore, we have shown that
the form of the encoding used to verify a task does
affect what can be accomplished.

Practically speaking, one way to view these results
are in terms of what they suggest about system design
in the area of vision-based control. In particular, they
provide a means to determine how much information
is really needed about a camera system in order to ac-
complish a given task. In brief, some conclusions are:

• It is possible to verify that a robot positioning task
has been accomplished with absolute accuracy using
a weakly calibrated, noise-free, stereo vision system,
if and only if the task is invariant under projective
transformations onP3. Thus, if a system designer
can phrase the task in a way which is projectively in-
variant, there must be a task-encoding which, given
loop stability, will lead to accurate performance in-
dependent of the accuracy of the underlying system
models.
• In some cases, it is possible to verify that such a

robot positioning task has been precisely accom-
plished using anuncalibratedstereo vision system,
thus obviating the need to rely even on an accurate
“weak” calibration of the two-camera system. Point-
coincidence is an example of such a task.
• Even within the family of projectively invariant

tasks, there is no need (and indeed a certain danger)
to using a Cartesian-based control architecture.
• If such an architecture is to be used, the impact of

calibration inaccuracy can be lessened or even elim-
inated through the use of modified Cartesian encod-
ings, or some form of online calibration.

More generally, the issues addressed in this paper
suggest a broader line of inquiry within the area of
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vision-based control. The central question would seem
to be something like this: Given a set of one or more
imprecisely modeled cameras and a task which might
be positioning, tracking or something else, under what
conditions can a task be accomplished with absolute
precision using available images of features observed
at one or more times? This question is, in a sense,
concerned not with details of the specific image pro-
cessing and controlalgorithmswhich might be used
to accomplish the task, but rather with thearchitecture
of a vision-based control system, thestructureof its
camera systems, and the level ofuncertaintyabout that
structure.

A related set of questions has to do with further char-
acterization of task encodings and their relationship to
robot tasks. For example, in developing a vision-based
control system, it would be useful to define a “cal-
culus” of tasks such that the definition of the task in
turn defines an encoding for that task. The beginnings
of such a calculus can be seen in the constructive re-
sults related to point-based tasks and projectively in-
variant tasks. Providing a complete, constructive char-
acterization of projectively invariant tasks would thus
form a design tool for practitioners in vision-based
control.

Findings contributing to the answering of these and
related questions should serve to strengthen our under-
standing of basic issues within the emerging field of
computational vision and control.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 2: SupposeT( f ) = 0 is decidable.
Then, by Lemma 1, there must be an encoded task
function ET for which

Ker T = Ker ET ◦ C̄, C ∈ C (1)

Fix C1,C2 ∈ C and consider an arbitrary pair of feature
lists f, g ∈ F such thatC̄1( f ) = C̄2(g). ThenET ◦
C̄1( f )= ET ◦ C̄2(g). From this and (1) it follows that
T( f )= 0 if and only if T(g)= 0. ThereforeT( f ) =
T(g). Hence (7) holds.

Now suppose that (7) is true. ThenT( f ) = T(g)
wheneverC1,C2∈ C and f, g∈F are such that̄C1( f )
= C̄2(g). Hence the assignment

y 7→
{

T( f ) y = C̄( f ) for an f ∈ F andC ∈ C
1 otherwise

specifies a well-defined functionET : Yn→ Rwhich,
for everyC ∈ C, satisfies

ET (y)|y=C̄( f ) = T( f ), f ∈F

Therefore,ET ◦ C̄ = T,C ∈ C. It follows that (1) is
true. Thus, by Lemma 1,T( f ) = 0 is verifiable onC
with ET (y) = 0. ThereforeT( f ) = 0 is decidable.

2

Proof of Lemma 4: First note that a global two-
camera modelG has the same epipolar geometry as
G0 just in case ImG= Im G0. This is because it is
the epipolar constraint—and therefore the fundamental
matrix—that determines which points in the codomain
Y ×Y of a global two-camera model are actually in
its image. On the other hand, it is well known that
given any two functionsG0 : P3

` → Y × Y and
G :P3

`1
→ Y × Y, the fact that ImG = Im G0

is equivalent to the existence of an injective function
X : P3

`1
→ P3

` such thatG = G0 ◦ X. Moreover, if
G and G0 are global two-camera models, their lin-
ear structure requires the functionX to be of the form
Rx 7→ RAx for someA ∈ GL(4).

The two equivalences stated above allow one to con-
clude that a global two-camera modelG has the same
epipolar geometry asG0 just in case there is a matrix
A ∈ GL(4) such thatG = G0 ◦ (A |P3

`1
), where`1

denotes the baseline ofG andA |P3
`1

denotes the re-
strictionP3

`1
→ P3

`, v 7→ A(v). Lemma 4 then follows
from this and the fact thatG0 ◦ (A | P3

`1
) is injective on

V just in caseA(V) ⊂ P3
`. 2

Proof of Lemma 5: Let `1 be a projective line con-

tained inS∩AS, withS 4= span{e1, e2, e3}where each
ei denotes thei th column of the 4× 4 identity ma-
trix. Such an`1 exists becauseS and AS are two
three-dimensional linear subspaces ofR4 and so their
intersection is a linear subspace ofR4 with dimension
no smaller than 2. Note that no point inV is a linear
subspace ofS in R4.

Let ` be the baseline ofG0 andB a matrix in GL(4)
such thatB`1 = `. We show next thatB(V) ⊂ P3

` and
{B ◦ A}(V) ⊂ P3

` and therefore thatC1
4=G0 ◦ (B |V)

andC2
4=G0 ◦ ({B ◦ A}|V) define two-camera models

in C[G0]. This will finish the proof sinceC1 = G1 |V
andC2=G1◦(A |V)with G1

4=G0◦(B |P3
`1
), because

V ⊂ P3
`1

. Suppose then thatB(V) is not contained inP3
`

and therefore that there is a pointv ∈ V such thatB(v)
is on`. From this and the definition ofB, v must be on
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`1 and therefore it must be a linear subspace ofS inR4.
This contradicts the fact that no point inV is a linear
subspace ofS inR4. To demonstrate that{B◦A}(V) ⊂
P3
` we proceed similarly. By contradiction, suppose that
v ∈ V and thatB(A(v)) is on `. From this and the
definition of B,A(v) must be oǹ 1 and therefore it
must be a linear subspace ofAS inR4. Thusvmust be
a linear subspace ofS in R4 and we arrive at a similar
contradiction as before. 2

Proof of Lemma 7: We claim thatI is compact. To
prove that this is so, we first note thatP × Ker T is
compact because bothP and KerT are compact sets.
Now the definition ofC∗ together with the assumed
continuity of{p, f } 7→ Cp( f ), implies thatC∗ is con-
tinuous. Therefore,I must be compact since it is the
image of a compact set under a continuous function.

To establish the Lipschitz continuity ofET , lety1 and
y2 be any two vectors inYn. Assume without loss of
generality thatET (y1) ≤ ET (y2). SinceI is compact,
infz∈I‖y1− z‖must be attained at some pointy∗ ∈ I.
In view of (22), ET (y1) = ‖y1 − y∗‖ and ET (y2) ≤
‖y2− y∗‖. It follows that

|ET (y2)−ET (y1)| ≤ ‖y2−y∗‖−‖y1−y∗‖ ≤ ‖y2−y1‖

ThusET is globally Lipschitz continuous as claimed.
In view of Lemma 1, to prove thatT( f )= 0 is veri-

fiable onC with ET (y) = 0, it is sufficient to show that
for eachp ∈ P,

Ker(ET ◦ C̄p) = KerT

Toward this end first note that, becauseI is a compact
set, the kernel ofET is exactly the setI. Next note that
because of the definitions ofI andC∗, I can also be
written as

I =
⋃
p∈P

C̄p(Ker T) (2)

Thus for any f ∈Ker T , it must be true that̄Cp( f ) ∈
I, p ∈ P. But I = Ker ET , soC̄p( f ) ∈ Ker ET , p ∈
P. This implies thatf ∈Ker(ET ◦C̄p), p∈P and thus
that KerT ⊂Ker(ET ◦ C̄p), p∈P.

For the reverse inclusion, fixp∈P and f ∈Ker(ET◦
C̄p). ThenC̄p( f )∈Ker ET . ThereforeC̄p( f )∈ I. In
view of (2) there must be someq∈P andg∈Ker T
such that C̄p( f )= C̄q(g). Because of Lemma 2
this means thatT( f )= T(g). But T(g)= 0, so

T( f )= 0 or equivalentlyf ∈Ker T . Hence Ker(ET ◦
C̄p)⊂Ker T, p∈P. 2
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Notes

1. This result is in many ways analogous to a conventional set-
point control system with a loop-integrator and fixed exogenous
reference.

2. Throughout this article, the term “feature” always refers to sets
(points, lines, etc.) that are observed by cameras. The obser-
vations themselves are referred to as “measured data.” A “point
feature” may be represented by either a point inR3 or a point inP3

(i.e., a one-dimensional subspace ofR4). In the examples which
follow, points inRm are related to points inPm by the injective
function x 7→ Rx̄ wherex̄ is the vector [x′ 1]′ in Rm+1. With
this correspondence, geometrically significant points inR3 such
as a camera’s optical center can be unambiguously represented
as points inP3.

3. In the literature a “task function” is usually defined to be a map-
ping to the real line or real vector space with additional properties
needed to implement a control system (e.g., continuity, differen-
tiability) using it as an error signal (Samson et al., 1992). This
corresponds most closely to ourencoded task functionintroduced
in Section 2.3. As shown later, a task as defined here, when it can
be accomplished using measured data, will have an encoded task
function which can, in most cases of interest, be “converted” into
a task function as defined by (Samson et al., 1992).

4. These and other task construction primitives are of interest on
their own and they will be the topic of a future paper. See also
(Hespanha et al., 1998).

5. When it is possible to writeM in the form

M = [H −Hc]

whereH is a nonsingular 3× 3 matrix, andc is a vector inR3,
thenM models a projective camera with center of projection at
c (Faugeras, 1993). In this case the kernel ofM is R[ c

1 ] which
justifies calling it the optical center ofM . One special case occurs
whenH = R, whereR is a 3×3 rotation matrix. In this case,M
models a perspective camera with unit focal length, optical center
at c ∈ R3, and orientation defined byR. On the other hand, it is
also possible forM to be of the form

M =
[

R̄ −R̄c

01×3 1

]

where R̄
4= [ 1 0 0

0 1 0
]R and R is a rotation matrix. In this case,

M models an orthographic camera whose coordinate frame is

defined by the rotation matrixR. The kernel ofM isR[ r3
0 ] where
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r3 is the third column ofR′. This model also can be regarded
as a perspective camera model with optical center at infinity and
“orientation” defined by thez-axis of the coordinate frame.

6. Henceforth, the term “two-camera model” is taken to mean a
projective two-camera model.

7. Projective equivalence is an equivalence relation onF because
the set of extensions to(P3)n of all projective transformations on
P3, is a group with composition rule(Ā1, Ā2) 7→ Ā1 ◦ Ā2.

8. This can be illustrated with the following example: Consider
the function f :R→R2 defined by f (a) = [a a]′. The func-
tion f admits two left inversesg1, g2 : R → R2 defined by
g1([a b]) = a andg1([a b]) = (a+ b)/2, respectively. Both
g1 andg2 are valid left inverses becauseg1 ◦ f andg2 ◦ f are
equal to the identity map inR. However, although the values of
the two left inverses match over Imf = {[a a]′: a ∈ R}, they
differ outside this set.

9. SinceTmidpt( f ) = 0 is projectively invariant on any feature
spaceF, this task is decidable on any set of weakly calibrated two-
camera models. However, it may not be verifiable with a modified
Cartesian-based encoding if the above condition regarding the
optical centers is not met.
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